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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this applied research study was to test the sensitivity of the
Evacuation Simulation Prediction (ESP) tool in predicting travel time during high volume
traffic periods. The discrete event-based simulation tool was designed to aid local
evacuation planning contingencies. Research of the Florida Department of
Transportation traffic count data demonstrated parallel trends in rush hour volume versus
hurricane evacuation volume. A model validation was designed to test if the model
closely predicted high volume travel on a major interstate. For this macroscopic
sensitivity test, volume, travel time and speed were collected to examine the baseline
predictability under crash and non-crash, high volume travel periods. The comparative
field data included collection during the 2006 Volusia County wildfire evacuations. The
tool demonstrated a highly predictive fit; the variance accounted for (r2) was 0.993. The
results of this study will be useful in the continued calibration and ESP tool validation.
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INTRODUCTION
Preparing and executing an evacuation due to wild fire, storm surge, or chemical
dangers requires emergency management to activate a series of event-driven decisions.
Emergency management's chain of decision making is fortified by adaptive modeling
software. However, the current procedure for management, especially at the city and
county level, is to wait for expensive and lengthy consultation reports by traffic experts
(U.S. Department of Transportation, 2006). Otherwise, intelligent and experienced
guesswork is the primary tool available for making the major decisions regarding
mandatory evacuation time and routes during an emergency. Often when the
consultation reports finally arrive the results have been outdated by new or completed
road construction and no longer apply (U.S. Department of Transportation, 2006).
Flexible, simpler, rapid, and less expensive tools are needed to bring more alternatives to
the disaster management team.
Through the review of human factors, transportation planning, emergency
management, and evacuation literature, it is clear that each evacuation is critically
affected by many variables. Two important questions asked of community leaders and
managers in an evacuation event are how long will it take to evacuate an estimated
number of vehicles and will emergency managers be equipped with resources to manage
the volume of vehicles on the major evacuation routes. Few of these variables are well-
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defined, easy to study, or manipulate, and to date have yet to be fully understood due to
the difficulty in predicting human behavior.

Statement of the Problem
U.S. Department of Transportation: Report to Congress 2006
On June 1,2006, the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT), in cooperation
with the U.S. Department of Homeland Security, presented the Catastrophic Hurricane
Evacuation Plan Evaluation: A Report to Congress. The 2006 U.S. DOT study of
evacuation plans for the Gulf Coast region stated that the actual operation of
transportation systems throughout the course of catastrophic incidents is one of the most
important parts of the evacuation and that understanding the time required for evacuation
is essential for all those who must evacuate to do so safely (U.S Department of
Transportation, 2006).
Within the review of Evacuation Operations, the report to Congress described
that, even though a number of evacuation planning operations models have been
developed by Federal agencies and are available to State and Local agencies, many
emergency managers forego study updates because their 25-percent share of the cost of
the study is a constraint (U.S. Department of Transportation, 2006). The cost to develop
and update plans varies based on the population, the geography and surge areas, and the
number of potential evacuation routes to be analyzed. According to the U.S. DOT report,
the states do not appear to budget specific amounts for evacuation planning but include
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these costs within broader emergency management programs (U.S. Department of
Transportation, 2006)
Additionally, the 2006 Report to Congress stated that "if outdated studies are
used, the time required to evacuate may not take into account new development, highway
improvements that have been made and other changes that have occurred." Availability,
cost constraints and up-to-date highway construction information hold local emergency
planners back from providing accurate evacuation decisions in the critical hours leading
up to an evacuation

Evacuation Literature Review
Of all the major catastrophic events that we face, hurricanes provide perhaps the
greatest warning time of all (Wolshon and Meeshan. 2003) This is shown in Table 1.
Hurricanes, providing the greatest amount of public warning-time preceding landfall, are
at the bottom of the list

Table I. Advance Warning Time for Evacuation and Area of Impact (Wilmot. 2001)
HAZARDS REQUIRNG EVACUATION
Man-Made Events

Natural Events

Terrorist Attack

Advance Warning Time

Earthquake

Chemical Release

and

Volcanic Eruption

Nuclear Power Plant Accident

Potential Impact Area

Tornado

Dam Failure

Both Increase

Tsunami
Wildfire
Flood
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Also noted by the authors of the paper, Review of Policies and Practices for
Hurricane Evacuation, I: Transportation Planning, Preparedness, and Response
(Wolshon, Urbina, Wilmot, and Levitan, 2005), the area affected by the disasters also
tends to increase in size as one progresses down the table, meaning that more and more
people are usually affected and longer distances must be traveled in order to avoid the
danger (Wilmot, 2001).
Exactly when people need to evacuate, and at what level of urgency, depends
upon the development and path of the threat. The most visible part of the hurricane
evacuation process is when people take to the highway to flee an approaching storm
(Wolshon, Urbina, Wilmot, and Levitan, 2005). The communication and expert
monitoring that leads up to the evacuation may have started hours or weeks prior to the
safety advisory.
For the active 2005 Florida hurricane season, the Southwest Florida Regional
Planning Council (SWFRPC) provided estimated evacuation times for their respective
counties, such as Charlotte and Lee Counties listed in Table 2, published in the 2005
Hurricane Guide (Atwater, 2005).
According to Dan Trescott of the SWFRPC, the calculation for the evacuation
times listed were not based on Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) historical
rush hour traffic volumes, but were based on property appraiser reports and number of
household residents, estimated number of seasonal visitors, and road capacity (Trescott,
2006). Their calculations currently do not include human behavior or historical crash rate
data. Their current calculation tool was developed in 1977 and they have recently been
awarded funds to improve the evacuation estimation tool (Trescott, 2006).
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Table 2. Southwest Florida Regional Planning Council Estimated Evacuation (Atwater,
2005)
Evacuating
Hurricane Guide 2005
May 29, 2005
Storm Category

Charlotte County

Lee County

Category 1

July 7 hours

July 9 7 hours

November 7 hours

November 12 1 hours

July 7 1 hours

July 19 9 hours

November 8 3 hours

November 23 8 hours

July 10 7 hours

July 24 6 hours

November 8 3 hours

November 27 6 hours

July 10 6 hours

July 24 6 hours

November 117 hours

November 27 6 hours

Category 2

Category 3

Category 4

Additionally, Mr. Trescott has been in contact with a statewide team that is
developing new survey approaches that may include human behavior representation
(HBR) and evacuation travel and decision making questions (Trescott, 2007)
The Florida statewide evacuation study update will be released in 2008 that will
include new elevation data (LIDAR) in storm surge model basins updates and evacuation
study updates. At the time of this literature review, human-behavior-related-to-traffic
does not seem to be a question asked within the updated-study. Mr. Trescott addressed
that it should be included and will recommend a traffic and human behavior
representation (HBR) element be added to the evacuation study update (Trescott, 2007).
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Even though the SWFRPC published data (Table 2) is based on 100% evacuation
compliancefromvulnerable areas, the tool that SWFRPC utilized to calculate evacuation
estimates does have a percent-evacuating-multiplier that would change the final
estimation outputs (Trescott, 2006). The planners implement and publish the 100%
compliance evacuation estimation as a public precaution for the worst-case-scenario
(Trescott, 2006).
When did the community evacuate before the October 24, 2005 landfall of
Hurricane Wilma? The Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) website traffic
count tool was utilized during the 2005 Hurricane Wilma evacuation to evaluate the
volume of traffic for the days preceding landfall. The FDOT tool provided both the
historical volume average of vehicles and the real-time volume of vehicles traveling.
The data in Figure 1 was generated from the FDOT traffic data recorded at
Counter 0225 on northbound 1-75 in Sarasota County, FL near Sarasota for the dates
October 20,21, 22, and 23, 2007, prior to the Hurricane Wilma landfall at 0545am,
October 24, 2005 (FDOT, 2005).
The actual vehicle numbers and historical numbers are available for review within
this study (Appendix A). By comparing the FDOT traffic count volume of the historical
rush hour traffic volume and the evacuation traffic volume leading up to Hurricane
Wilma landfall in southwest Florida, similarities in vehicle volume patterns were
acknowledged.
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Figure 1 FDOT Traffic Counter 0225 on 1-75 in Sarasota County

Based on this evacuation traffic data, volume capacity on the 1-75 northbound
evacuation route rarely exceeded, and often closely resembled, the average capacity
volume for the respective rush hour or peak travel times during historical daily
commutes If traffic patterns and human behavior demonstrated in rush hour traffic are
similar to human behavior and traffic patterns during hurricane evacuations, isn't this one
affordable testing ground for local emergency managers to evaluate problem-solving
evacuation scenarios7 This is only one sample of one community's traffic pattern in
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preparation for one hurricane. But it led to further inquiry into traffic patterns of other
evacuation events that required motorists to take to the highway toward safer ground.
The 2003, 2004, and 2005 hurricane season demonstrated the serious threat
hurricanes pose to coastal residents. According to state officials, the 2004 hurricane
season generated the largest evacuation request in Florida history. The FDOT reported
northbound 1-95 Palm Coast (north of Daytona) traffic counts were twice the normal
range. The weekday average in 2004 for northbound traffic was 28,590 vehicles on 1-95
at the Palm Coast Parkway FDOT traffic counter. The northbound traffic count recorded
for Thursday, September 2, 2004 was 60,652, or twice the average (Florida Department
of Transportation District 5, 2007).
The wildfires of May 2006 brought the threat, evacuation and emergency
management of Florida's Volusia and Brevard east coast communities. The fires closed
major highways, and forced the evacuation of at least 800 residents in Volusia County,
Florida. During the highway closures, one Florida Highway Patrol spokesperson advised
motorists to avoid 1-95 from Indian River County up to Jacksonville for several days if
possible (Florida Highway Patrol District 5,2007).
During the April and May 2006 wildfires, the Florida Department of
Transportation reported dramatic increases in the use of the Central Florida 511 system
that provides free, real-time traffic information on fifteen roadways. The 511 system
reported nearly 108,000 calls for the period of April 28th through May 12th, more than
double the normal two-week average of 50,439. The FDOT reported the most requested
roadways were Interstate-4 (forty-six percent of callers), followed by Interstate-95 (thirty
percent of callers) in Central Florida (FDOT Trans4mation, 2006). This information
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demonstrated Interstate 4 remains an essential roadway during evacuations and a
creditable evacuation route on which to test the ESP tool's predictability of travel time
during high-capacity travel periods.
Crash events and lane closures due to disabled vehicles on Interstate-4 during the
April 28 thru May 12, 2007 wildfire detours and evacuation were included within this
literature and evacuation data review (Figure 2). Data was provided by Florida
Department of Transportation District 5 that tracks 1-4 crash and disabled vehicle events
specifically along this corridor to catalogue response times, lane closures and lane reopening times for their Road Ranger grant funded program.
Collectively for the two week period, lane closure times for twenty-two (22)
events were reviewed and charted. Lane reopening times were divided into three
categories:
Level 3: required greater than thirty (30) minutes to reopen the travel lanes
Level 2: required fifteen (15) to thirty (30) minutes to reopen travel lanes.
Level 1: required less than fifteen (15) minutes to open travel lanes.
Within this data set (Figure 2) below, five (5) events required less than fifteen minutes to
reopen the travel lanes or clear the crash scene; three (3) events required fifteen to thirty
minutes to reopen travel lanes and fourteen (14) events required greater than 30 minutes
to reopen the lanes.
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1-4 2006 Wildfire Detour/Evacuation Crash and Lane Blockage
Level 2 (Between 15-30 minutes to open lanes)

I Level 1 (< 15 minutes to open lanes)
I Level 3(> 30 mintes to open lanes)

5/12/2006

1

5/

L;q

5/11/2006
5/10/2006 • 5
5/9/2006
5/8/2006
5/7/2006
5/6/2006 I
5/5/2006
5/4/2006
5/3/2006
5/2/2006
5/1/2006
4/30/2006
4/29/2006
4/28/2006

90

5
0
I

—1J

5
J

45

30

0
0

15

1

30

45

60

75

90 105 120 135 150 165 180 195 210 225 240 255 270 285 300

Lane Closure Minutes

Figure 2 I-4 2006 Wildfire Detour/Evacuation Crash and Lane Blockage

The May 5, 2006 I-4 event that required 275 minutes was a fatal crash that closed
lanes from 4 45am to 9 20am (Figure 2) Even though multiple Level 3 crashes occurred
on the same davs within the two week period, a review of the times for the lane closures
did not indicate that one event caused the next chain of events due to the location on I-4
or due to the span of time between Level 3 crash events.

Evacuation Tools for Emergency Management
To promote more efficient traffic operations during hurricane evacuations.
emergency managers employ the Evacuation Traffic Information System (ETIS). a web-
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based program that facilitates data sharing among coastal states in the southeast from
Texas to Virginia. ETIS website provided city destination percentages (Table 3).
As demonstrated in Table 3, Orlando (27.5%) topped the list of destination for
evacuees with an estimated volume of 5,538 vehicles. This is a comparative volume of
vehicles on 1-4 during rush hour. This percentage of estimated vehicles is comparatively
higher than the other evacuation destinations such as Jacksonville (14.21%) which placed
second on the list of twenty destinations. ETIS is a GIS, web-based tool that assists with
collection and dissemination of transportation information during an evacuation.
Transportation officials in each threatened state are responsible for inputting information
for coastal counties on evacuation status, tourist occupancy, evacuation participation
rates, and traffic count information.
The ETIS provides a platform for States and the FEMA Regional Operations
Center to monitor the evacuation process. The system also provides a forecast of total
cross-State traffic and the likely destinations of the evacuees. Reports generated by ETIS
which can be viewed through the website include: 1) Shelter capacity by state, 2) Traffic
count by state, 3) Traffic volumes by corridor, 4) Destination percentages by city, and 5)
Estimated state to state traffic(National Transportation Library, 2006).
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Table 3. Destination Percentages by City (FHWA, 2006)
Vehicles
to Shelter

Atlanta Area

4 5%

907

2,086

People
to
Shelter
104

Florence Area

0 40%

80

184

9

4

Ft Pierce/West Palm Area

0 50%

100

230

12

5

1-16 Corridor Towns

1 20%

242

557

28

12

1-77 North of 1-40 to Virginia

0 80%

162

372

19

8

1-95 to Virginia

17%

343

788

39

17

Kentucky

2 33%

468

1,077

54

23

Macon Area

3 93%

791

1,819

91

40

Montgomery

2 29%

460

1,059

53

23

NE Florida/ Jacksonville

14 21%

2,863

6,584

329

143

Ocala/Gainesville/N Central FL

13 00%

2,619

6,023

301

131

Orlando/Space Coast Area

27 50%

5,538

12,736

637

277

Raleigh Area

0 72%

144

332

17

7

SE Florida

1 49%

300

690

35

15

Sumter/Columbia Counties

0 72%

144

332

17

7

SW Florida/Ft Myers

5 41%

1,090

2,506

125

54

Tallahassee Area

5 79%

1,167

2,684

134

58

Tampa Bay Area

7 59%

1,529

3,517

176

76

Valdosta Area

3 43%

691

1,589

79

35

Western Panhandle/Pensacola

2 50%

503

1,156

58

25

Destination

Percent of
Evacuation

Vehicles

People

45

The ETIS website tool also provided a vehicle estimate, based on hurricane
studies and census data from before 2000 and listed the Florida counties under a
voluntary or mandatory evacuation dated August 29, 2006 illustrated in Table 4 below.
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The ETIS Traffic Volumes by Corridor tool provides the emergency manager
with the estimated volume and estimated congestion on a respective corridor, such as 1-4
from 1-95 to Orlando. If this data is also based on hurricane study data and census data
from before 2000, how are local managers able to accurately estimate the travel times for
such an important issue as public safety with outdated and inaccurate tools? Real-time
data is not readily available from this tool bar during non-evacuation events.

Table 4. County Information (FHWA, 2006) Report Date. 10/23/2006.
Evacuations
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FL

Brevard 1 Voluntary

Partial

LOW

32,000

73,600

10%

3,200

7,360

8/29/2006
6 00 00 PM

FL

Broward 1 Mandatory

Partial

LOW

36,000

82,800

10%

3,600

8,280

8/29/2006
8 00 00 AM

FL

Dade

1 Mandatory

Partial

LOW

44,880

103,224

10%

4,488

10,322

8/29/2006
8 00 00 AM

FL

Indian
River

1 Voluntary

Partial

LOW

7,010

16,123

10%

701

1,612

8/29/2006
2 00 00 PM

FL

Martin

1 Mandatory

Partial

LOW

6,785

15,606

20%

1,357

3,121

8/29/2006
2 00 00 PM

FL

Monroe 1 Mandatory

Partial

LOW

20,000

46,000

10%

2,000

4,600

8/27/2006
1 00 00 PM

1 Voluntary

Partial

LOW

40,080

92,184

10%

4,008

9,218

8/29/2006
8 00 00 AM

St Lucie 1 Mandatory

Partial

LOW

7,855

18,067

10%

786

1,808

8/29/2006
6 00 00 PM

194,610

447,603

20,140

46,322

FL
FL
Total

Palm
Beach

8

The ETIS web administrators from PBS & J were contacted regarding the ETIS
volume estimates. They instructed that historical volume estimates were available on the
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Florida Department of Transportation website but are not available from ETIS when an
evacuation event is not in process (Palmer, 2006). Therefore, an emergency manager or a
researcher would not have access to current data through ETIS during non-evacuation
times. The data available on the Florida Department of Transportation traffic counter
website is historical data that has been averaged for that day of the week.

Evacuation Simulation Prediction (ESP) Tool Summary
A project originally funded through the Center for Advanced Transportation
Systems Simulation (CATSS) partnered with Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University to
develop an Evacuation Simulation Prediction (ESP) tool to assist emergency management
and city planners in answering the questions of how much time is needed to safely
evacuate an estimated number of vehicles under different conditions.
The goal of the ESP model is to ascertain the balance of traffic flow capacity
without immobilizing the travel route by managing the human factor events that impinge
orderly highway travel (French, 2005). The stochastic model was designed to allow the
balance of traffic ebb and flow.
The ESP model is a discrete event simulation model that uses a well known
modeling software architecture called Micro Saint Sharp. At its simplest level, the model
is a flow chart of tasks which must be accomplished before the vehicles are allowed to
move to the next task.
At each task, vehicles pick up or shed details or attempt to maintain a status quo.
The details of each manipulation are available for execution time assessment or
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afterwards for downloading or display in a standard spreadsheet. The deceptively simple
task network is shown in Figure 3 below.

0

( Gentle \

jDnvedown k
" htghwty(IO) ) ^ 7

~ * { in model ( 1 3 ) ^ ttoh«y{12) F

^

jGetoff
\
*7.h.ghwoy(11) y

•< Accident (14) $ K

Figure 3 The Flow Chart Diagram of the Model Shell.

The number of vehicles entering the model can be set to any number but
processing time is slowed by numbers in the thousands, from seconds to minutes. Each
vehicle makes an enormous number of calculations (French, 2006). Each car makes per
second calculations of own forward speed, following distance and if lane changes are
possible Each car attempts to maintain same forward speed and, if forced to slow, will
assess if lane changes are possible (either nght or left) Accidents can occur if the level
of accuracy of these calculations is reduced These accuracy levels are set by default
Over 1,944,000 calculations are required to run 108,000 cars per hour Forward
speed, following distance, lane change possible left or nght, slow down five (5) times per
second in simulation, 3,6000 seconds in one hour Or for one car, that equals 18,000 X
108,000 vehicles, equals 1,944,000,000 calculations per hour of execution time (French,
2006).
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The defaults to the model can be changed by accessing the initial conditions
events in the model directly or by allowing a standard Excel spreadsheet to run the
defaults that are often changed. The main defaults inside the model's initialization
conditions are shown in Table 5 below, along with a brief descriptive definition. The
items in Table 5 may provide some insight into the conditional nature of the ESP
workings.
Table 5. Example of Defaults Used to Initialize the ESP Model
CarLocStart.Add(O);

Starting Coordinates each vehicle

CarLocEnd.Add(O);

Ending Coordinates each vehicle

Speed.Add(O);

Speed history for each vehicle

Change.Add(O);

Change lanes if needed (passing, closure)

StartZ = -400;

Start the car's animator location

CarDone.Add(O);

Add ending information to summary for each car

UseExcel = 0;

Draw initial information from spreadsheet?

Variability = 1;

Overall sensitivity of the model to change: Bubbas

NumLanes = 3;

Number of lanes on the highway

NumCarslnSystem = 4932;

Vehicles to travel highway

MeanSpeed =62;

Attempt to hold this speed

SpeedStdDev = 5;

Variation about the MeanSpeed

MeanClose = 8;

Following distance (feet) from each vehicle

CloseStdDev = 1;

Variation about the Following distance

Accuracy = 1.0;//-.0111;

Accident generator; related to Variability; Driver Accuracy

NumCarsToExit = 50;

Vehicles exiting before the end distance

DistanceTillExit = 30.0 * 5280;

Distances before the first exit opportunity

int closeLane = 0; //is there a closure?

Lane Closures ahead?

Double feet Until Closure = 5280.0*10.0; //feet into the run before lane closure
.

.

_

,
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Variables that store the information of interest are available at the end of the
execution and will be the focus of the results below. Although it slows down model
execution considerably, the animator 3D feature, shown in Figure 4 below, provides a
powerful visual as to the traffic concentration and accidents shown as a barricade in the
Figure.
The left panel in Figure 4 shows the 3D view from an earlier version of the ESP
tool. The recent version shows a satellite view that can be edited to highlight local
features.

Early View

Satellite View

Figure 4. ESP 3-D Graphic.

The ESP model is still in the developmental stages. The purpose of the present
study was at first to provide a validation test of the early algorithms used in the model for
traffic volumes. The data collected for the study has been used to refine the assumptions
and defaults of the model and provided clues to improving the execution of the model.
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In 2005, a preliminary validation of the prototype's forecast of travel was tested
during high-capacity daily rush hour traffic periods as defined by official transportation
authorities (Metroplan. 2005) The 2005 study, provided by the ERAU Human Factors
and Systems Department, produced significant correlation with field data under a variety
of speed and travel distance conditions (French, 2005) Figure 5 illustrates the project's
data collection sample from 2005 The volume of cars observed in the initial test was too
low and does not represent the volume of traffic during a large evacuation The goal of
the 2006 study was to test the sensitivity of the ESP model under traffic volumes that
replicate the volume of traffic during an evacuation The literature and data review
established the criteria of expected and actually evacuation volumes for the tested
highway so that careful determination of testing methods would afford proper validation
of this tool

Comparison of Observed with Predicted Drive Time
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Figure 5 2005 ESP Tool, p < 0.002, r = 998
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The ESP tool draws from a Micro Soft Excel Spreadsheet to get its default
parameters that are then transferred into Micro Saint Sharp (French, Greene, and Schunk,
2006). Micro Saint Sharp is essentially a flow charting program that is geared to study
problems in human behavior. Each task has variable execution times and response times.
A guide for setting the default parameters is listed in Appendix B.
An example of a default option includes accident-likelihood. The accidentlikelihood is set at default and consists of three types: Those that take less than 15
minutes to clear (Level 1), crash incidents that take less than 30 minutes to clear (Level
2), and crash incidents that take more than 30 minutes to clear and re-open travel lanes
(Level 3).
Following distance is another default option. Each vehicle tries to maintain the
following distances set at the default. If following distance can not be maintained due to
an accident, the vehicle will attempt to switch lanes if possible. If that's not possible, it
will slow down to a new following distance or stop completely until forward movement
is allowed again. This requires each vehicle task in the ESP tool to perform many
calculations on a per second basis (French et al, 2006). One of the benefits discovered
during the study of this tool was that it only takes six minutes or less to calculate a large
volume of vehicles, for example, a rush hour volume of 4,000 to 5,000 vehicles for a fifty
mile travel query. This indicates that the tool has the capability to rapidly provide
hundreds of scenario-based estimates for emergency managers based on varying traffic or
road conditions in their respective regions.
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Standardized Terminology in Validation

In view of the increasingly important role that traffic simulation models play in
the evaluation of advanced forms of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS), it is
important that a systematic procedure for the verification, validation and calibration of
traffic models be clearly defined and understood by both model developers and model
users (Rakha, Hellinga, Van Aerde, and Perez, 2005). Different engineering disciplines
have defined the terminology in developing, verifying, validating and calibrating their
respective numerical models (ASCE, 1982).

The Transportation Research Board's Procedure for Validation of Microscopic
Traffic Flow Simulation Models paper provides a structure for macroscopic and
microscopic validation, employing the average speed, density, and volume for simulated
tests compared with those of field data for macroscopic validation efforts (Benekohal,
1991). While Benekohal has provided a framework for the verification and validation
procedure, the 2005 paper, Systematic Verification, validation and Calibration of traffic
Simulation Models paper provides a more general standard for traffic modeling (Rakha,
Hellinga, Vanaerde, and Perez, 2005). While the validation examples provided are
specific to the INTEGRATION model examined in the research provided by Queen's
University, Department of Civil Engineering, Ontario, Canada, the examples are equally
valid for other traffic models (Rakha et al., 2005).

One of the objectives for the Canadian paper was to propose standard definition to
the process of systematic verification, validation and calibration of traffic simulation
models.
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Model verification is defined to be the process of determining if the logic that
describes the mechanics of the models, as specified by the model designer, is faithfully
captured by the computer code. Model verification therefore determines if, independent
of the validity of the logic or the theory from which the logic is derived, the
corresponding computer program produces the desired outputs.
Model validation is considered to be the process of determining to what extent the
model's underlying fundamental rules and relationships are able to adequately capture the
targeted emergent behavior, as specified within the relevant theory and as demonstrated
by field data. Specifically, can the car following, lane-changing and gap acceptance rules
utilized by the model produce the corresponding capacities, queue sizes, speed
distributions and weaving effects?
Model calibration is considered to be the process of determining to what extent
the model user is able to, or is required to, modify the default input parameter values, that
describe the underlying mechanics, in order to reflect the observed local traffic conditions
being modeled.
For the purpose of this study, we will focus on the model validation phase of the
systematic process of traffic simulation model testing. Validation is the second element
in the verification, validation and calibration progression. Model validation attempts to
determine if the hypothesized relationship between the underlying behavioral rules that
are captured by the model and the consequent emergent behavior can be demonstrated to
be consistent with the model theory and the field data.
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The authors' outline three objectives to the validation process as (1) Provide measures
that reflect the model's ability to match the selected benchmark (analytical solution or
field data) for a particular application domain, (2) Provide a sample of default
parameters, together with the range of inputs, for which the validation is applicable, and
(3) Provide the results of a sensitivity analysis of the model about the default parameters
in order to indicate the potential rate at which the error increases for a given calibration
error level Figure 6 demonstrates the six steps of the validation process

Figure 6 Six Steps of the Validation Process (Rakha et al, 2005)
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Analytical validation, which is conducted first, examines simple problems in
which interaction effects can be limited and for which analytical solutions can be
generated. Next,fieldvalidation is conducted and model results are examined to discern
the statistically significant results of the predicted andfielddata.
In step 1, a comprehensive suite of strategic hypothetical scenarios are defined,
each of which is designed to test a specific model feature. Step 2 is accomplished by the
selection of appropriate input parameter values. In step 3, suitable measures of
performance are identified and analytical solutions and simulation model results are
compared. The degree of similarity is quantified and the causes of any discrepancies are
identified. This is a critical step in the verification, validation, and calibration assessment
given that this information identifies the capabilities and limitations of both the
simulation model and the analytical techniques.
Steps 4 and 5 of their model are comprised offieldvalidation processes, which
parallel analytical validations with four significant differences. First, the scenarios
examined are actual real-world events, with the result that model components cannot be
examined in isolation and higher order iteration effects cannot be controlled (Rakha et
al). Second, the state of the model is not determined from analytical solutions, but from
field data. Third, the generation of model resultsfirstrequire that input parameter values
be calibrated using the collected field data. Fourth, the comparison of model results and
field data often provide little insight into the accuracy and applicability of the model,
according to the authors of the proposed standardized model development process.
Perhaps this is due to the employment of the Chi-square test which is quite sensitive to
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sample size. If the sample size is too small, the chi-square value is overestimated; if it is
too large, the chi-squared value is underestimated (UNESCO, 2006).
When testing an evacuation tool, in addition to establishing a proper sample size
to access the sensitivity of a travel prediction tool, such as the ESP model, establishing an
appropriate testing environment poses its own list of limits. In order to provide an
appropriate simuland (an environment represented within the system being simulated) of
an evacuation event without the availability of an evacuation, the data must be provided
that would identify characteristics of an evacuation that would afford researchers testable
environments outside a sterile laboratory construct for the real worldfieldtest samples
(SISO, 2000).
In every phase of simulation development, the unique measure of "goodness" that
describes how closely the simulation represents its simuland is itsfidelity(SISO, 2000).
The Defense Modeling and Simulation Office (DMSO) Glossary provided a definition
more focused on simulation fidelity. It defined fidelity as "the accuracy of the
representation when compared to the real world" (SISO, 2000).
One possible real world characteristic of an evacuation event that is challenging to
test in the arena of human behavior representation (HBR) is the state of panic. Is panic
an ever-present behavior to be expected in an evacuation event? A literature review
revealed that, even though panic can occur, it is rare. Several conditions are usually
present simultaneously to trigger panic: (A) the victim perceives an immediate threat of
entrapment in a confined space, (B) escape routes appear to be rapidly closing, (C) flight
seems to be the only way to survive, and (D) no one is available to help (Auf der Heide,
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2004). Panic can occur in a natural disaster, but with the amount of public notification
through media sources before hurricane landfall, it is rare that all the conditions that lead
to a panic response would coexist and present a wide-spread panic behavior response;
rare, but always possible. Auf der Heide states that a number of systematic studies of
human behavior in disaster have failed to support news accounts of widespread panic
(Auf der Heide, 2004). When panic does occur, it usually involves few persons, is shortlived, and is not contagious (Dynes, Quarantelli, and Kreps, 1981). Due to the rarity of
panic as a behavioral response during evacuations, this human behavior representation
(HBR) was not tested within the field validation process of this study.

Every hurricane and every evacuation will have its own discrete variables that
govern if the public feels panicked and how many will evacuate. Can emergency
managers begin to build a frame of reference for estimating traffic patterns and driver
behavior during an evacuation by observing traffic flow and crash rates during other
high-capacity travel events, such as rush hour (Appendix A)? And are we deterring
constituents from evacuating by advising over-estimated travel times to safely evacuate?
Better tools to approach these questions are needed and should be readily available to aid
local emergency managers.

Interstate 4 Simulation Validation

Systematic Verification, Validation and Calibration of Traffic Simulation Models
(Rakha et al., 2005) paper described a field validation exercise along 1-4 that was
conducted using the INTEGRATION simulation model. The validation exercise used
actual real-time information from loop detectors along the 1-4 freeway in Orlando,
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Florida. Freeway Management Center (FMC) data was available for 22 non-incident
weekdays. The FMC recorded 30-second flow, speed and occupancy measurements for
twenty-four (24) stations in both directions along 1-4 .This validation exercise was
conducted by generating fifteen (15) minute flow and speed estimates from the
INTEGRATION model that were compared to the fifteen (15) minute flow and speed
measurements obtained from the loop indicators. Based on a Chi squared goodness-of-fit
test, it was found that the measured five (5) minute flows were not statistically different
from the expected outcome of a normal distribution at the 95 percent confidence level.
Based on the assumption of normality, the 95 percent confidence limits for the average
typical measured flows were estimated and plotted. Spatial variations in simulated and
measured speed estimates for the 1-4 freeway were compared. The simulated speed
estimates were within the estimated confidence limits at stations eight (8) through
twenty-four (24), however, the simulated speed estimates were outside the bounds at
stations one (1) through seven (7), indicating larger queue spill back conditions from
station seven (7) within the simulation model, demonstrating two issues. First, the
selection of measures-of-performance (MOPs) is of utmost importance. In their example,
although the spatial representation of the flow along 1-4 indicated a high degree of
correlation between the simulated andfielddata, the spatial representation of speed
indicated a much lower degree of correlation. Secondly, the results, utilizing chi-square
goodness-of-fit measures posed further questions, namely, what is the cause of the
discrepancy (Rakha et al., 2005) Did the discrepancy result from an erroneous calibration
of the density of the queue (jam density) or some combination of these errors? The
authors state that currently a system of diagnostic techniques does not exist that can be
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applied to answer these questions, implying that further research remains to be done in
the area (Rakha et al., 2005).
In 2005, the first internal efforts also utilized 1-4 to validate the ESP model
focused on estimating the traffic flow speed and volume while traveling toward the oncoming traffic (French, 2005). An observer traveled on the west bound side of the traffic
and observed the rush hour traffic in the east bound lanes. The number of vehicles was
tallied in a one minute sample (one mile). There were approximately eight (8) samples
taken during the originalfifty(50) mile test area and four (4) sample journeys were
conducted. Figure 5 shows there was a strong relationship (r = 0.998, p < 0.002)
between the ESP predictions and the sampling times observed. But the original
validation study for the ESP tool was based on only a few samples and a small volume of
vehicles.
The concerns with this approach include the limited number of vehicles sampled.
The accuracy of the speed estimates was also questionable (French, 2006). A more
thorough and empirical sampling of time and volume was needed, to include a better
representation of the number of vehicles on the road at the time of sampling. The current
study attempted to address these deficiencies in a second internal validation study.
Summary
Preparing and executing an evacuation requires accurate, flexible, affordable, and easily
accessible simulation tools to equip emergency managers with the variety of worst-case
and best-case scenarios that pertain straightforwardly to the community they are
commissioned to direct. Evacuation experts state that the decision making is targeted at
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the local level in an evacuation event. But the June 1,2006, Department of
Transportation Report to Congress identified the wide gaps in provisions that local
leaders are not afforded (DOT, 2006) and that they rely on traffic data that is sometimes
six year old traffic data in most cases to provide the egress time table to safer ground
(FHWA, 2006). Local emergency operations centers are left to provide the best decisions
they can, learning from mistakes after each threat in order to improve their
responsiveness, or to create their own estimates based on static residential numbers and
road capacity with 100 percent evacuation compliance estimates (Trescott, 2006).
The motivation behind the development of the Evacuation Simulation Prediction
(ESP) tool was to help plan evacuations at the county and city level for hurricanes and
other potential disasters (French et al., 2006). The purpose of this study was to test the
sensitivity of the ESP tool's ability to forecast travel time during high volume travel
periods to include non-crash and crash events within the sample scenarios.

Statement of Hypotheses
It is hypothesized that: (1) Under non-crash traffic flow conditions during peak
travel periods, ESP simulated travel estimates will be within estimated confidence
boundaries when compared to actualfielddata. Additionally, (2) under crash events,
ESP simulated travel estimates will be within the accepted confidence limits when
compared to actual field data.
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METHODS

Participants
The primary investigator of this study was the in-car data collector and driver.
The primary investigator recorded discrete descriptors of crash information experienced
during the trip sample and recorded the on-ramp/mile marker and off-ramp/mile marker
location and time of day for each trip start and trip end.

Experimental Task

The objective of this applied research was to build upon the preliminary
validation of the model to test the strength of linear relationships between the field data
and ESP model by comparing real world travel times for a specified 48 mile travel range
on Interstate 4 from the Daytona/I-95 on ramp to the State Road 50 (Colonial Drive) exit
ramp. Crash events occurring during field data collection were categorized by three (3)
levels: Level 1 (<15 minutes to clear crash from travel lanes), Level 2 (<30 minutes to
clear crash from travel lanes), and Level 3 (>30 minutes to clear crash from travel lanes).
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The data collected (volume, travel time and speed) for the macroscopic sensitivity
test of the ESP tool was designed to test the baseline prediction ability of the ESP under
non-crash and crash events of vehicle travel volume equal in respect to travel volume
during historical evacuation events.

Procedures, Materials and Apparatus
This study compared ten (10) interstatefielddata trip times with the comparable
travel defaults input to the ESP tool prediction model. A regression analysis was
conducted to study the relationships among the variables as a test of the model's
prediction ability. In order to empirically collect data for the regression analysis, several
resources were utilized in the data collection process.
FDOT traffic counter data collection locations along Interstate 4 were reviewed in
a strategic search to select data collection operatives based on high traffic volume travel
periods. The Florida Department of Transportation traffic counter data provided hourly
vehicle counts, average speed, and historical numbers for a specific day of the week
(Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, etc.) and time (Appendix A). Operationally, during an
evacuation event, FDOT utilizes the traffic counter data to alert host counties and
communities receiving evacuees of the estimated arrival and number of vehicles.
To control for experimenter effects two travel rules were established: (1) the
driver must travel at speeds no greater than ten (10) miles an hour of the posted speed
limit and (2) the driver must comply with the speed limit (or under the posted speed limit)
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in construction zones along the test route. The posted speed limit for the testing area
ranged from 70 mph east of the metro Orlando area, down to 50 mph near Orlando.
An ESP tool default value applied within this study was accident-likelihood. The
FDOT Road Ranger, District 5 office, provided 1-4 crash and road blockage events from
January 2005 to November 2006. For thefielddata trip-samples with crash events, the
FDOT Road Ranger lane-closure/lane clearance report was reviewed to determine the
default crash level (1, 2, or 3). Table 6, below, lists the crash level value of three of the
ten field samples collected for this study.
Three of the tenfieldsamples were collected under crash conditions. The
accident-likelihood was set at a defined default, consisting of three distinct levels: Level
7-crash events that take less than 15 minutes to clear, Level 2-crash incidents that take
less than 30 minutes to clear (Level 2), Level 3-crash incidents that take more than 30
minutes to clear/reopen lanes. As indicated in Table 6 below, three (3) crash events were
included with defaults values of Level 1 and Level 3.
All field samples included in this test were conducted during high volume travel
period with a volume range of 3901 to 5595 vehicles average volume rate recorded by the
FDOT traffic counters. Three (3)fieldsamples occurred during the April-May 2006
wildfire detour/evacuation periods. Three (3) field samples included travel during the
Florida hurricane season, but were not under actual hurricane evacuation events.
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Table 6. Interstate-4 Field Data Collection Spreadsheet
Trip: 48mile

Trip

Description

Minutes

MPH

FDOT #1

FDOT #2

MEAN

Counter

Counter

Volume

Crash Level

SR434

ORL

(1)July Saturday 5p-6p
Westbound

42

70.857

4324

5643

4984

0

54

53.33

4375

5303

4839

1

46

64.695

4873

4991

4932

0

47

63.319

5186

5418

5302

0

48

60

3726

4076

3901

0

56

53.143

4987

5298

5143

0

60

49.6

5348

5499

5424

0

63

47.238

5001

5319

5160

3

(2)Nov Mon. 4p-5p
Westbound
(3)May Monday 8a-9a
Westbound
(4) February Fri. 7-8a
Westbound
(5)NovMon.12:30-13:30
Eastbound
(6)January Wed 7a-8a
Westbound
(7)April Friday 7a-8a
Westbound
(8)January Mon 7a-8a
Westbound
(9)May Friday 7a-8a
Westbound

*Eastbound
66

45.091

5542

5647

5595

Level 3

66

49.09

5323

5483

5403

0

(10)Oct. Thurs7a-8a
Westbound
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Two FDOT data locations were available within the study area. ThefirstFDOT
traffic counter was located in Seminole County, near State Road 434. The second FDOT
traffic counter was located in Orange County near the city limits of Orlando, approaching
the end of the 48 mile test range of this study. As indicated in Table 6, the mean average
for each traffic counter during the specified travel time was calculated and utilized as the
volume level default for each respective test. The default for average speed was
determined by calculating trip distance (48 miles) and travel time for each field travel
sample.
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RESULTS
There were ten (10) travel trips conducted over a range of time from January 2006
to November 2006 that were appropriate for the study. Samples of westbound and
eastbound traffic during high vehicle volume periods (rush hour) were collected in an
effort to test varying levels of volume on travel time predictions results. Table 7 shows a
summary of the speed in miles per hour that it would take to travel 48 miles at 60 to 90
miles per hour (mph).

Table 7 Average 48 Mile Travel Times in Minutes for Selected Travel Speeds
Travel Minutes

Required Speed

48.0

60 mph

41.1

70 mph

36.0

80 mph

32.0

90 mph

In all cases, the ESP model underestimated the times to travel the forty-eight (48)
miles as shown in Figure 7 below. The ESP model indicated that the travel time would
be less by 8-10 minutes in every case (Figure 7). The values are plotted against the mean
volume of vehicles averaged previously discussed (Table 6) from the FDOT traffic
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counter data that provided an hourly number of vehicles historically on the road at the
time of the field sample collection

Sample Drive Time compared to Predicted
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Figure 7 2006 ESP 48 Mile Field Sample Drive Time Compared to Predicted

A linear regression analysis was conducted to evaluate the slope of the best fit
line The variance accounted for ( r ) was 0.993 indicating a highly predictive fit
Further, analysis of variance was used to test the deviation zero slope and demonstrated
that the model data was considerably different F( 1,7) = 9808, p < 0.0001
are shown graphically in Figure 8 below

These data
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Sampled vs ESP Predicted Time
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Figure 8. Regression line for Observed Traffic Travel Time in Minutes Compared to
Predicted Values

All ten (10) observations (field sample data) were averaged to get a single average
travel time shown in Figure 9 below. This data was compared with the model output that
describes the fastest (minimum time) and the slowest (maximum time) and average time
to complete the forty-eight mile traverse. The approximate miles per hour (mph) also are
shown for these values in Figure 9.
The average time from the ten observed sample trips was 54.8 minutes with a +
standard deviation of 8.8 minutes. The average estimated by the ESP model was 45.7
with a ± of 7.9 minutes. This translates into an average speed calculatedfromthe
sample trips and the ESP estimate of those trips to be 52.6 and 63.0 miles per hour,
respectively. As can be seen, the ESP estimates are considerably faster than the actual
values obtained on the highway during field data sample collections. However, the ESP
estimates, as Figure 9 demonstrated below, are well within a ten minute range of the
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actual times That is, the model seems to be off by no more than 8-10 minutes faster than
the actual times.

Times to travel 48 miles
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Figure 9 The ESP Model Captures the Average Vehicle Time. Maximum and minimum
times compared to the Sampled (observed) times. The corresponding miles per
hour (mph) also is shown + the standard error of the mean.

The average speed for all the observed trips was 53 8 mph whereas for the ESP
model, the average estimated speed was 40.6 mph These means and standard errors for
the means are shown in Fig. 9 along with the ESP models estimate of the fastest and the
slowest speed This figure demonstrates that the ESP model was using an estimate that
allowed for considerably slower and faster traffic speeds than the average obtained on the
actual highway This may account for the faster times for the ESP model.
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Discussion
The results of this study indicate a highly predictive fit between the observed and
the predicted travel times within the 95 percent confidence range. This study
hypothesized that X (ESP tool travel times) would not be different form Y (field data
travel times), that they would come form the same populations, and the results
demonstrated the two populations were a "good fit." The "goodness of fit" of the line is
described by the r-squared term such that an r-squared of 1.0 is a perfect fit to the data
and an r-squared of 0.0 would indicate there is no relationship between x and y.
This significant statistical fit was almost too good in that it may appear to
completely describe the phenomenon of the data set under study. It is important to
remember that the data presented here are only one sample from a very large population
of traffic conditions. When the sample size is relatively small there can be a risk of
overfitting and lead to uncertainty as to what the model is predicting. Regressive
statistical procedures may work well in data sets of infinite size, but may be limited when
the data size and conditions are relatively small. Hence, the results must be interpreted
cautiously. This was one validation step needed for the ESP model to mature, and is only
one step of many other internal validation test-points for the ESP tool.
If the current study evaluated the data from the two sets of observations with a
traditional difference analysis, such as an unpaired t-test, the results argue that no
difference would be found between one observation and the other. This is because a ttest evaluates the differences between means to show that they come from different
populations. In the current case, we believed the data came from similar populations and
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that there would not be differences between observations. The significant relationship
between the earlier set of observations (used to generate the ESP algorithm) and the
current set of observations indicated that the ESP model has advanced through at least
one test of validity. Knowing the average speed expected based on the number of
vehicles on the road at any given time, the current data would argue that the ESP model
would be reasonably accurate in predicting the time to travel to safety in about 50 miles
from the point of origin. This should be reassuring to the users of the ESP model.
However, more tests need to be conducted to ensure that under a wide variety of
circumstances and evacuation scenarios the ESP algorithm can still be predictive of
traffic times. This may allow it to help the regional emergency managers better
determine when to evacuate a population or at least identify when to more accurately call
for a mandatory evacuation.
Becausefieldexperiments occur in natural settings, it is not possible to control all
possible contaminating or confounding variables. The data collected for this experiment
were collected under consistent, empirical methods that were designed to test the baseline
prediction ability of the ESP under a variety of vehicle travel volumes that had not been
tested before.
The ESP model is self correcting as well. If data are found to be inconsistent with
the predictions made by the model, the algorithm can be adjusted mathematically to
account for these new findings. Over time and many validation trials (including those
based on actual hurricane evacuation data), a more developed affordable, accessible and
flexible tool for the regional managers may be developed from these efforts.
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The data set of this study could have been biased by comparing it to predictions
made by the model that were already highly correlated such as traffic speeds in the
original model with traffic speeds in the current data set. However, great care was taken
in evaluating the data and more data points were collected in the current study with
specific attention to the number or volume of vehicles on the road. The current results
indicate the need for further validation studies under different traffic scenarios such as an
actual large volume evacuation.
Regarding the ESP Tool's performance, it can be seen that in some cases
(illustrated in Figure 5) the fastest model times exceeded the posted speed limits (50-70
mph) for this forty-eight mile stretch of roadway. In one tested sample, the ESP tool
made the forty-eight mile trip in thirty-two minutes, requiring operational speeds of up to
90 mph. Even though this is beyond the range of compliant speed for this roadway, it
may represent a portion of the real population of drivers that do operate their vehicles at
this speed on 1-4 under non-evacuation and evacuation events. Alternatively, it could
indicate an unrealistic parameter in the model.
This study employed specific quantitative parameters for the tested travel events.
There is a need to refine some of the model parameters, such as the following distance of
the vehicles By varying the following distance, as well as other descriptors that represent
the range of compliant/non-compliant behavior of some drivers, future study designs
would enable better insight where the ESP tool fares well and where it fares less well,
both qualitatively (the comparative static predictions) and qualitatively (the exact turnout
rate). It was observed during the field data collection that drivers maintained a wide
space between vehicles during thefirst20 miles of the trip. As drivers approached the
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more populated metro area, the drivers of other vehicles drove closer than the two-second
following distance recommended by driving instructors.

Two seconds of following distance at 60 mph calculates to 176 feet between
vehicles and of course less distance for slower speeds (Roadtrip America, 1996). This
adjustment in the model parameters may provide a better representation of actual travel
time so the system will calculate a more accurate distance between vehicles for portions
of the trip.

The ESP tool enables an on-going evaluation that is flexible and changeable. This
is an important component necessary for a system that is designed to forecast social
behavior, such as traffic. The methodology of this study was designed to test the
sensitivity of the ESP tool and its ability to accurately predict travel times under high
volume conditions. Research by the Department of Transportation highway data and
trends of the actual population and roadway were reviewed and utilized in order to
represent as realistic a simulation as possible for the ESP tool.

Additional research is needed to test other parameters provided by the ESP model.
Further testing with more than one data collection driver would assist to further control
for experimenter effects. More research is needed in order to evaluate if a relationship
exists between the volume of traffic and the number or intensity of crashes that occur
under specific traffic conditions. This research played a role in the development of the
ESP tool's maturity so that in the future, it will aid emergency managers and planners in
predicting and preparing their community as to when and how to evacuate to safety if
they are at risk of a natural or man-made catastrophic event.
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Appendix A

Counter 0225 on 1-75 in SARASOTA County, near S;UlASOTA
SPEED

- Polling HOURLY, displays Current Count VS. Historical Aver age
*VPH - volume of traffic in Vehicles Per Hour
*Hist VPH - Historical volume of traffic in Vehicles F er Hour
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Appendix B
Evacuation Model
How To Edit Input Parameters and Obtain Outputs
Input
The input parameters can be changed by editing the InitModel Scenario event.
To open the event:
1. Open the evacuation model in Micro Saint Sharp
2. Expand the Scenario Event node in the Tree View window
3. Double-click on the InitModel event
To change the input parameters:
1. Choose how many lanes the road will have
a) Go to line 14, it should read NumLanes = # ;
b) Change the # to the number of desired lanes
2. Choose a mean and std dev speed
a) Go to line 16, it should read MeanSpeed = # ;
b) Change the # to the mean speed
c) Go to line 17, it should read speedstdDev = #;
d) Change the #
3. Choose a mean and std dev closeness
a) Go to line 18, it should read Meanciose = #;
b) Change the #
c) Go to line 19, it should read ciosestdDev = #;
d) Change the #
4. Choose how many cars will be modeled
a) Go to line 15, it should read NumCarsInSystem = #;
b) Change the #
5. Choose whether cars all go the same speed or not
a) Go to line 13, it should read v a r i a b i l i t y = l ;
b) Change the # to 1 if you want the speed to be pulled from a distribution,
change the # to 0 if you want all card to go the same speed
6. Choose how far the cars will travel
a) Gotoline21, TotalDistance = # * 5280.0;
b) Change the # to miles to travel
7. Add any lane closures to the model
a) Go to line 43, it should read int closeLane = 0;
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b) Change the # to 1 if there will be a closure, 0 if not
c) Go to line 44, it should read double feetUntilClosure = 5280. 0*#;
d) Change the # to distance in miles
e) Go to line 46, it should read laneciosure = #;
f) Change the number to the lane that will close
8. Specify accuracy (drives number of accidents)
a) Go to line 20, it should read Accuracy = # ;
b) Change the # (if 1.0 then no accidents)
Output
Results are stored in snapshot files. To open a snapshot file:
1. Run the model with input settings set as described above
2. Expand the Snapshot node in the Tree View window
3. Right mouse click on the snapshot
4. Select Show Result Data or Open in Spreadsheet
The results generated are:
1. Open the snapshot named EndOfModelStats
a) TotalDistance/5280 - Distance Traveled in miles
b) AvgDriveTime/60.0 - Average Time to complete distance
c) MaxTime/60.0 - Max time to complete distance
d) MinTime/60.0 - Min time to complete distance
e) AvgSpeed - Average speed
f) MaxSpeed - Maximum speed
g) MinSpeed - Minimum speed
h) NumAccidents - Number of accidents

